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 “Impartiality” is now recognized as a paramount principle of  humanitarian aid – 
not only by NGOs, but also by UN agencies and governments. 1 The academic 
literature, as well as the official documentation of  these organizations, traces the 
notion of  impartiality back to its original formulation in humanitarian law in 
the 1864 Geneva Convention and to the work of  Henri Dunant. 2 However, this 
official version misses an important shift in the definition of  “impartiality.” For 
Dunant and the Convention, impartiality was not a rule of  distribution – it was 
a clause of  non-discrimination. It was much later that “impartiality” came to be 
understood as rule of  mathematic distribution of  good and services. It was Jean 
Pictet, in the 1940s, who inscribed the idea of  “proportionality” in the definition 
of  “impartiality”: Aid relief  would have to be distributed “according to needs.” 
During the last decades of  the twentieth century, the definition of  impartiality 
became increasingly associated with the  quantification of  needs. As the  Code of  Con-
duct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs endorsed by 
the Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response states: “Aid priorities are 
calculated on the basis of  need alone.” 3 Any good humanitarian project, it is 
now argued, should start with a quantitative estimation of  suffering – the famous 
“needs assessment.” 4 
 How did  needology – the global bookkeeping of  suffering – become the  doxa of  the 
humanitarian field? This chapter starts with an analysis of  “impartiality” within 
international humanitarian law and focuses on the contribution of  Jean Pictet. As 
a Geneva-based ICRC jurist, Pictet drew on the heritage of  international humani-
tarian law and human rights law, reinterpreting two others Genevans – Henri 
Dunant and Jean Jacques Rousseau. But the inflection that Jean Pictet gave to 
the definition of  impartiality, and the subsequent formulation of  the “according 
to needs” principle, was preceded by a general shift in the perception of  suffering 
that occurred between the 1870s and the Second World War. During the three-
quarters of  a century that separated Dunant from Pictet, the perception of  needs 
within industrialized societies changed almost totally. It was a decisive period for 
the conceptualization of  needs – on one side, people increasingly talked about 
“needs”; on the other side, within a few decades, the quantification of  suffering 
became one of  the favorite activities of  state bureaucracies and scientists. While 
Pictet worked on humanitarian principles, everyone was talking about needs and 
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their quantification – when Dunant was working on the Geneva Convention, 
almost no one did. 
 In the last quarter of  the nineteenth century, two fields of  knowledge increas-
ingly addressed the question of  sufficiency: One was  political economy . In this period, 
the European bourgeoisie was preoccupied with questions such as political order 
and social cohesion. How could states avoid social protests and maintain order? 
What was the minimum provision that people should receive to live and work? 
Those questions fueled an interest in poverty and working-class consumption. 
Another field of  knowledge,  health care , the definition of  biological needs and the 
quantification of  bodily consumption (for instance the quantification of  food 
rations), witnessed increasing attention at the end of  the nineteenth century. 
 Both traditions of  thoughts – political economy and  health – diffused a new under-
standing of  needs as individual and quantifiable category. During the two world 
wars, the quantification of  the needs of  soldiers and civil populations became a 
military and strategic matter. Notions like “triage” (i.e. the classification of  patients 
in order of  priority) spread throughout military medicine and emergency relief. 
Questions of  minimal provision and sufficiency became a matter of  national inter-
est in a global competition among capitalism, fascism, and Bolshevism. Thus, in 
the 1940s, everyone was talking about needs. One highly influential theory, Abra-
ham Maslow’s famous “hierarchy of  needs,” was formulated at the same moment 
as Pictet’s legal codification. By the end of  the Second World War, the idea that 
needs were quantificable, hiearchizable, and prioritizable had become common 
sense. The very notion of  “needs” had migrated from the field of  expert knowl-
edge to everyday language (in the same manner as other words such as “class,” 
“GDP,” “crisis,” “depression,” or “stress,” etc.). 5 
 While everyone was now measuring needs, it was not about the needs of  every-
one. Needs could be compared and quantified, but they were not  universal . The 
last sections of  this chapter address the question of  colonial differentialism and 
the late universalization of  needs. In the colonial territories, the quantification 
of  needs only targeted a handful of  categories of  persons: Soldiers, workers, set-
tlers, etc. After the Second World War, African intellectuals, politicians, and labor 
unionists increasingly fought against the colonial division of  needs in two distinct 
classes – one for Europeans, one for “native” populations. Moreover it was only 
in the 1970s, long after the decolonial wave of  the 1960s, that international orga-
nizations made “basic needs” a key tool for the global commensuration of  social 
distress. 
 Needs as a legal category: Impartiality, proportionality, 
entitlement 
 The principle of  “impartiality” is mostly attributed to Henri Dunant and the 
authors of  the 1864 Geneva Convention. 6 But there is often confusion in this 
narrative between the idea of  impartiality as it was used in the nineteenth cen-
tury and the idea as it is used today. The 1864 Geneva Convention did include a 
clause that one could describe as an “impartiality clause,” but it did not mention 
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a  proportionality of  needs. For Henri Dunant, there was no question of  quantity. 
Dunant described suffering and aid, but he did not bother to render them equiva-
lent. The mode of  description he used made calculation obsolete. He described 
pains that were immeasurable: They could be seen (“The wounds, aggravated by 
heat and dust and lack of  water and care, have become more painful”), heard 
(“one hears the groans, the muffled sighs full of  anguish and suffering, and ragged 
voices that cry out for aid”), and smelled (“fetid exhalations taint the air”). 8 Dunant 
talked about “serious wounds” and “sores,” he evoked “a left shoulder shattered 
by a cannonball,” and he describes “agonies” and “suffering” triggered by bul-
lets and gangrene. One recognizes, in Dunant’s story, victims – on one side, “the 
unfortunates,” the “poor soldiers,” the “sick,” and on the other side “aid,” “French 
surgeons,” people “moved by compassion.” One witnesses “generous attention,” 
“necessary amputations,” “relief,” but nowhere in Dunant’s text is there a ques-
tion of   proportion . Dunant listed services and items (“wooden planks,” “straw,” 
“canvas to protect the injured from the sun,” “chicken broth,” “wine,” “biscuits,” 
“bandages,”) but nowhere did he  count them. The “impartiality” clause of  the 
1864 Geneva Convention was merely a non-discrimination clause: 9 “injured or 
sick soldiers will be retrieved and cared for, whatever nation they belong to,” Arti-
cle 6 stated. That meant: Care for your friend as well as for your enemy. It did not 
entail much more than that. 10 
 Figure 1.1  The use of  “needs” and “suffering” in digitized printed sources (1830–2000). This 
image shows the use of  the word “needs” and “suffering” over the last century 
and a half, according to Ngram Viewer. This tool is far from perfect. 7 However, it 
allows a quick exploration of  a large corpus. The word “needs” is used more often 
today than it was in the early nineteenth century. The word “suffering,” conversely, 
was used twice as much as “needs” in the early nineteenth century, and was used 
four or five times less frequently by the end of  the twentieth century. All humans 
“suffer,” and all humans have “needs.” However, these terms imply different 
regimes of  action. The language of  suffering is fueled by emotion and compassion – 
the language of  needs is fueled by comparison and counting. The language of  
suffering functions in the “regime of  Agapè” described by Luc Boltanksi: a regime 
of  action that calls for direct action but avoids the commensuration of  individuals. 
On the top of  this traditional language of  compassion, a language on needs has 
been added, implying comparison, counting, and hierarchization. 
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 In 1906 and 1929, international conventions extended the principle of  aid 
impartiality to other categories of  war victims – no longer only injured soldiers, 
but also sick civilians, the interned, the deported, evacuated persons, the homeless, 
the populations of  occupied regions, and refugees. 11 The International Commit-
tee of  the Red Cross (ICRC) frequently debated the principles of  humanitarian 
aid. In subsequent texts published by members of  the Red Cross movement (1921, 
1928, 1952), new “principles” were introduced, others were abandoned, but the 
idea of  impartiality was always preserved – always in its negative acceptance of  
non-discrimination. 12 
 Jean Pictet, a jurist at ICRC, began to work on humanitarian law during the 
Second World War. After the war, the then Director of  General Affairs of  the 
ICRC Pictet wrote his thesis on the “doctrine of  the Red Cross.” He outlined 
seven fundamental principles of  humanitarian aid: Humanity, equality, pro-
portionality, impartiality, neutrality, independence, and universality. He fully 
reworked the principle of  “impartiality” by adding to it the principle of  the pro-
portionality of  aid. 13 
 Why did Pictet feel the need to rewrite the Red Cross’s principles? After the 
war, his organization, the ICRC, was harshly criticized for its ambiguous role dur-
ing the war – and its failure to protect the victims of  fascism. One of  the most 
direct attacks, however, came from within the Red Cross movement. The ICRC, 
together with the National Red Cross Societies and the League of  Red Cross 
Societies, formed the Red Cross movement. But in the aftermath of  the war, the 
League tried to expand its authority at the expense of  the ICRC. Traditionally, 
the ICRC had the moral high ground: It was seen as the “guardian of  principles.” 
However in 1946, the General Assembly of  the National Societies of  the Red 
Cross assembled in Oxford published its own humanitarian principles. 14 It was 
clearly an attempt by the Governors of  the League to circumvene the ICRC’s 
authority. 
 Pictet’s thesis was the main weapon of  the Committee’s counter-attack. He 
formulated the principles in a way that could justify the moral authority of  the 
Committee within both the humanitarian field and the Red Cross movement. 
One of  his major innovations was the reformulation of  “impartiality.” It was an 
old idea within the Red Cross movement: “The Red Cross will act without favor 
or prejudice towards or against anyone.” 15 But now, under Pictet’s interpretation, 
it took on new authority and a new legitimacy: It was not only about persons 
and organizations, but about knowledge as well. Impartiality required a “deper-
sonalization” of  charitable action. 16 Impartiality was now justified by objectivity: 
Impartiality implied “a precise and complete examination of  the elements of  the 
problem and an exact appreciation of  the values in question,” Pictet wrote, and 
“[it] thus proceeds from objectivity, which consists [of] determination according 
to facts alone.” 17 
 Two notions were key to define impartiality: “equality” and “proportionality.” 18 
“Equality” corresponded to the traditional definition of  impartiality: “the Red 
Cross is ready to provide assistance equally and without any discrimination.” 19 
Non-discrimination was already found in the 1864 Geneva Convention, and it 
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was refined after the Second World War by other criteria of  affiliation rather 
than simply by nationality. The 1949 Geneva Conventions thus prohibited all dis-
crimination “which would be based on sex, race, nationality, religion, political 
opinions, or all analogous criteria.” 20 But Pictet’s “equality” went further. It was 
not just a negative criterion. The principle of  equality eliminated all distinctions 
that prevail outside of  the humanitarian world. 21 At the same time, however, it 
enabled humanitarian organizations to create their own criteria of  distinction: 
This is where “proportionality” comes in: 22 “Available aid will be distributed 
according to the relative importance of  individual needs and following their order 
of  urgency.” 23 
 Pictet introduced into international law an idea that, until then, had remained 
implicit. 24 It worked as a syllogism: 
 (a) man must be given relief   commensurate to his suffering ; 
 (b)  resources dedicated to aid are insufficient in the world to alleviate all of  its distress; 
 (c) thence derives the necessity to call upon  a rule for their allocation . 25 
 In this argument, Pictet combined different concepts. The principles of  “human-
ity” (the Red Cross targets human suffering) and “equality” (for equal distress, ren-
dered services should be equal) had already been established in the doctrine of  the 
Red Cross. The idea of  the insufficiency of  aid and necessary rationing resulted 
from Pictet and the Red Cross’s experience during the Second World War. His 
logical conclusion, the rule of  allocation, first developed at the 1949 Geneva Con-
ventions, allowed humanitarian organizations to  classify victims. The Conventions 
established “permitted distinctions” based on vulnerability: “Those that are based 
on suffering, distress, or the natural weakness of  the protected persons,” for exam-
ple, women, children, or the elderly, but also “captives used to a tropical climate 
who find themselves in a cold country” or prisoners having suffered “a long captiv-
ity.” 26 According to the Conventions, these categories of  persons should receive 
particular attention. The Conventions also specified that there could be “a priority 
in the order of  caregiving” (ibid.). 27 Additional motivation was found in military 
medicine, in the practice of  “triage.” In army medical corps, doctors cared “first 
[for] men to whom a delay would be fatal,” Pictet explained. 28 
 While Pictet saw “non-discrimination” and “equality” as two notions firmly 
entrenched in universal moral traditions, 29 he saw “proportionality” as a novelty. 
“Proportionality” required a deeper form of  justification. How could one justify 
the Red Cross’s ability to make distinction between humans? 
 For the Red Cross, there are distinctions that are licit and even necessary to 
use among individuals: these are those which are based on suffering, distress, 
or the natural weakness, and on those alone. 30 
 Pictet distinguished “quantitative inequality” (“aid will thus be proportionate to 
the distress of  each”) from “temporal inequality” (“the order in which it will be 
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rendered will result from its degree of  urgency”). 31 Pictet referred here to the 
military logic of  “triage” of  the wounded. 32 The history of  the Red Cross, born 
on the battlefields of  Europe, chronologically and geographically coincided with 
the diffusion of  military medicine. However, Pictet also appealed to different log-
ics of  prioritization of  needs – including rationing and medical care in times of 
scarcity. 33 Pictet eventually rooted proportionality in the widely shared experience 
of  scarcity in postwar Europe, in common sense – and even in the proportionality 
of  taxation. 34 
 There is a close link, in Pictet’s thought, between post-war globalization and 
proportionality. In his work, knowledge is key to defining long-distant solidarity 
that transcends racial and national boundaries. For the sake of  attaining solidar-
ity at the scale of  humanity, one must be freed from solidarities of  proximity, or, 
as Pictet wrote, “affinities.” Humanitarian solidarity was to be distanced from 
the solidarities of  nations (which privileged “nationals”), solidarity of  religions 
(which privileged “co-worshippers”), professional communities (which targeted 
“colleagues in the same field”), or political groups (which targeted “their sym-
pathizers”). 35 The symmetrical opposite of  humanitarian solidarity was familial 
solidarity: “With mutual familial aid, each one worries about those he considers as 
the closest to [him], as dependent on [him]. Is that not the first sense of  the word 
closest?” 36 Yet humanitarian solidarity is that which addresses the unknown. It 
transcends ordinary charity. Humanitarianism thus requires a strong principle for 
the rehabilitation of  solidarity. 37 
 It is clear from Pictet’s work that he considered “impartiality” as a key tool 
to counter the Red Cross’s League’s and National Societies’s ambitions. The 
National Societies of  the Red Cross and the Red Crescent acted on  national scales, 
which did not allow them to be purely humanitarian: “the National Societies of  
the Red Cross help above all those of  their own nationality, which is normal, 
given the national character of  these institutions.” The ICRC had the higher 
moral ground: It could allocate “aid measured solely by the extent of  distress.” 38 
Thanks to the idea of  proportionality, the ICRC found itself  structurally more 
faithful to the principles of  the Red Cross than the National Societies. The pro-
portionality of  needs could justify the ICRC’s unique position within the Red 
Cross movement. 
 The Red Cross movement used Pictet’s principles to justify its specific position 
within the humanitarian system – just as the ICRC used Pictet’s principles to jus-
tify its positions within the Red Cross movement. 
 Pictet’s writing gave the ICRC a weapon to retake a hegemonic position, vis-
à-vis the League, on the question of  principles, and to establish its position at the 
center of  the humanitarian field. 39 In 1961, the Council of  Delegates approved 
Pictet’s interpretations. In 1965 the 20th International Conference of  the Red 
Cross officially endorsed the principles – and they were also adopted by the gov-
ernments of  all the parties of  the Geneva Convention. The resolutions relat-
ing to the fundamental principles were now obligatory and constraining for the 
organizations of  the Red Cross Movement. 40 In this version, the principle of  
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proportionality was subsumed under by the principle of  impartiality – and the 
necessity of  a form of  knowledge that objectifies needs was entrenched: 
 The observation of  the principle of  proportionality supposes a  deep knowledge 
of  the miseries of  the world. Efficient aid demands as much intelligence as 
discernment. Charity implies understanding. One should even be  omniscient to 
be able to apply the principle in all its rigor. 41 
 While the human suffering described by Dunant was local, personified, 
incarnated, incommensurable, and visible, suffering described by Pictet was 
comparable, shared, universal, and partly hidden. It was now up to humani-
tarian organizations to “discover” hidden suffering. 42 The “fundamental prin-
ciples” of  Pictet are largely found in the  Code of  Conduct for the International Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in Disaster 
Relief , co-signed by 140 organizations, which defined the principle of  “impar-
tiality” thus: 
 Aid is given regardless of  the race, creed or nationality of  the recipients and 
without adverse distinction of  any kind. Aid priorities are calculated on the 
basis of  need alone. 43 
 Countless legal or quasi-legal documents refer to this principle, in particular the 
 General Assembly Resolutions 44 of  the United Nations and  The Humanitarian Charter 
shared by numerous non-governmental organizations. 45 Unlike the principles of 
“neutrality” or “independence,” for example, the principle of  impartiality is con-
sensual and rarely debated. 46 Some lawyers today consider it “an integral part 
of  international law.” 47 In order to understand how Pictet’s formulation of  pro-
portionality could become so successful, i.e. how a concept that was originally 
conceived as a tool for the defense of  the ICRC’s reputation could become main-
stream humantiarianism, one has to understand that by the time Pictet published 
his thesis, the quantification of  needs had become common practice in industri-
alized nations. Two fields of  knowledge especially had turned “needs” into an 
object of  scientific inquiry and bureaucratic quantification between the end of  the 
nineteenth century and the 1940s: Political economy and health care. 
 Needs as a problem of  political economy: 
Power, population, and contestation 
 In the last quarter of  the nineteenth century, the quantification of  people’s needs 
suddenly became a central matter for academic and administrative knowledge 
alike. The quantification of  workers’ consumption particularly became a fashion-
able topic of  bureaucratic inquiries. There had been some inquiries into household 
budgets before, 48 but nothing like what would happen between 1850 and 1930 :49 
1,500 studies on household budgets were produced, mostly in North America and 
Western Europe. 50 Economists, bureaucrats, and statisticians met in international 
conferences to compare statistics and set some rules for quantification and com-
parison. Standardized guides on household consumption were established. 51 
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 The notion of  “needs” itself  obviously had a much older origin within politi-
cal economy. According to Foucault’s seminal texts on biopolitics, the question of  
populations’ “well-being” emerged as a matter of  concern for administrative sci-
ences during the seventeenth century. 52 Following the battles of  the Thirty Years’ 
War, epidemics and famines resulted in a population drop in Central Europe, and 
a whole range of  publications advised princes to spare their subjects’ lives and 
to start caring about their well-being. 53 Cameralism ( Kameralwissenschaften ) tried 
to teach princes that “the prosperity of  the country or the welfare of  its sub-
jects is inseparably bound up with the interest of  their leader.” 54 This doctrine, 
formulated by professors, senior officials, and those who drafted administrative 
regulations, soon became a university discipline, 55 bringing together the topics of  
economics (science of  domestic management), policing (maintenance of  order 
and the administration of  the economic life), and public financing. The wellbeing 
of  populations had now become an object of  knowledge and government .56 
 The concept of  “needs” ( Bedürfnisse ), a word that designated at once a state of  lack 
and the goods capable of  satisfying this lack, was key to Cameralism .57 To maintain 
control, a ruler should identify the needs of  each social rank and the overseeing of  
their satisfaction .58 Needs were seen as a source of  danger, as well as a potential 
source of  wealth. Unfulfilled needs could give rise to diseases, criminality, or riots 
that ultimately weakened the power of  the prince. But needs were also a driver of  
economic activity – a source of  economic growth and political power. 59 
 Needs was already entrenched as a notion of  political philosophy during the 
Enlightenment. In his  On the Origins of  Inequality (1755), Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
famously argued that each man had a right “to everything he needs.” 60 Thomas 
Paine and the Marquis de Condorcet integrated the notion of  relief  for the poor into 
moral philosophy, while for Kant, “needs” allowed critique of  the absolutist state: 
The sovereign who failed to heed the needs of  his subjects fails in his responsibility. 61 
Karl Marx, in turn, used the notion of  needs as a critique of  capitalism: Capitalism 
created new needs without being capable of  satisfying them, which provokes alien-
ation. 62 Socialism would be a society in which resources would be distributed not 
according to social rank, fortune, or status, but as a function of  each person’s needs: 
“from each according to his abilities, to each according to his needs.” 63 
 At the beginning of  the nineteenth century, Karl Rau recasted cameral eco-
nomics and made the notion of  needs the touchstone of  his new science: Econom-
ics was now defined as the study of  human needs and their satisfaction. 64 The final 
goal of  economics? The complete satisfaction of  needs ( die vollständige Befriedigung 
der Bedürfnisse ). 65 For Karl Rau however, “needs” were defined in a more individual 
manner than in the old cameralism. 66 They were no longer the needs of  rank 
( Stand ) but of  persons. The study of  needs was crucial, for its understanding per-
mitted the conceptualization of  all other notions of  economics – value, use, price, 
etc. 67 By the middle of  the nineteenth century, the notion of  needs had become 
central within economy. Even a liberal economist like Frédéric Bastiat wrote that 
“political economy [has] for an object the man considered from the point of  view 
of  his needs and the means by which he fullfills them.” 68 
 While the notion of  “needs” was already firmly established by the middle of  
the nineteenth century, bureaucrats and scientists lacked a statistical apparatus 
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to compare the needs of  different populations. This changed rapidly during the 
last quarter of  the century. Social protests triggered a new interest in the needs of  
the working class. Europe experienced an economic crisis and a series of  urban 
revolts. The anxiety of  the bourgeoisie regarding socialism grew, and state bureau-
cracies increasingly sought to prevent revolts by protecting workers from the con-
sequences of  capitalism’s crises. At the core of  statistical knowledge on people’s 
needs was the “social question”: That is, the question of  social peace and the 
reproduction of  the labor force. 69 Statistical surveys served to weigh the cost indi-
ces of  consumption to avoid the brutal devaluation of  workers’ salaries and social 
unrest. Social reformers produced numerous surveys on the living conditions of  
the urban poor: The challenge was to categorize narrowly the populations of  the 
inferior classes in order to target social interventions. 70 It was about distinguishing 
“the good poor – recoverable – and the bad – irretrievable.” 71 Social classes were 
largely incommensurable. Bourgeois and working-class consumption patterns 
were not to be compared (and it did not occur to the researchers to be interested 
in the budgets of  affluent and bourgeois families 72 ). 
 At the turn of  the century, sociologists and economists could draw on the sta-
tistical material produced by state bureaucracies to compare needs over time and 
space. A decisive step towards the study of  poverty was taken by British sociologist 
Seebohm Rowntree. In his 1901 study of  urban poverty in York, he introduced a 
minimum threshold of  satisfaction. He defined this “threshold” 73 as the minimum 
that a “normal” family needed to survive during a week. Rowntree called on nutri-
tionists to estimate the caloric and nutritional intake necessary to avoid sickness or 
weight loss. 74 From this estimate, he calculated the minimum sum of  consumables 
(food, clothing, and lodging), of  which he then estimated the prices, according 
to market prices. He then calculated that 28% of  the population of  York lived 
under the poverty threshold, the “poverty line.” This definition of  poverty was 
determined by the sum of  money necessary for the “maintenance of  physical 
efficiency,” a minimal definition that permits the comparison of  areas of  the city 
as well as the comparison of  poverty over time. 75 
 While Maurice Halbwachs’ thesis focused on workers’ “hierarchies of  needs,” 
at the dawn of  the First World War. A work largely inspired by Rowntree, he could 
rely on two large studies on the, one by the Imperial Office of  Statistics and the 
other by a metallurgical syndicate. 76 Halbwachs’ statistical comparison however 
included a constructivist critique of  the notion of  “needs”: He indicated that it 
was in fact impossible to classify needs in order of  importance, because man does 
not consume “food” or “clothes” but always particular products – meat, bread, 
spices, sugar – prepared and served in a particular way – at the table, on plates, on 
a tablecloth – and according to particular routines – as a family, in a group, etc.: 
“our needs are the work of  society,” he explained. 77 Nevertheless, his statistical 
analysis relied on a classification of  “needs” in four groups: Food, clothing, shelter, 
and other expenses. 
 Rowntree’s definition of  poverty inspired numerous similar studies in Europe 
and North America, as well as international comparisons. 78 Rowntree himself  
duplicated his study in York in 1936 and 1951. He expanded his list of  minimal 
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goods (adding goods not strictly necessary for survival: Newspapers, books, radio, 
beer, tobacco, vacation, gifts), but conserved an absolute definition of  poverty. 79 
While Rowntree’s style of  poverty studies diffused widely between the two world 
wars, it did not yet concern the colonial territories, a point to which we will turn 
later. In North America and Western Europe, the “poverty line” was harshly criti-
cized after the Second World War. The absolute poverty line distinguished no 
more than a minimal fraction of  the population and stopped being a useful object 
of  intervention. Consumption surveys ceased being limited to workers and the 
poor, instead concerning the whole population: Economists became less interested 
in absolute needs than in inequalities. 80 In 1962, Peter Townsend attacked the 
minimalist definition of  poverty founded on the idea of  needs that are essentially 
physiological. 81 In countries of  the global North, studies talked more and more 
about “relative poverty” – about poverty as exclusion (or as a proportion in rela-
tion to average income) – whereas in countries of  the global South, the definition 
of  a poverty line would come to be very much in use. Before we turn to the tipping 
point of  the Second World War and the diffusion of  needs quantification to the 
global South, let us have a look at another tradition of  knowledge, namely health 
studies. 
 Needs as a health problem: Ontologization, 
prioritization, hierachization 
 When Jean Pictet reworked the principle of  “humanitarian impartiality,” the 
notion that needs could be quantified had been well established by political econ-
omy and bureaucratic surveys. Another inspiration for Pictet was certainly the 
broad set of  ideas related to needs in public health that developed in various set-
tings prior to the Second World War. A tradition that Pictet explicitly mentioned 
was the tradition of  military medicine that had coined the term “triage.” How 
could a physician know which patient should be treated in priority? The medi-
cal term of  “triage” (also sometimes called “rationing” and “allocation”) referred 
to this problem of  resource distribution: A “process by which a doctor classifies 
patients in order of  priority.” 82 The notion of  “triage” is now widespread in emer-
gency medicine. For instance, the World Medical Assocation recommends classify-
ing patients in emergency situations into at least four classes: “Red/immediate” are 
those whose lives are in immediate danger; “yellow/delayed” are those who need 
urgent but not immediate medical care; “green/minimal” are those who require 
only minor treatment; and “black/expectant” are those who cannot be saved. 
 Historians mostly trace its invention back to the chief  surgeon of  Napoleon’s 
army, who imposed a principle of  “rational management of  the evaluation of  first 
aid for the wounded.” 83 The technique of  triage spanned the nineteenth century, 
and progressively became a technique for the conservation of  military personnel. 
The world wars were a crucial moment for its diffusion. It was, on one side, about 
saving life, and, on the other, about maximizing the efficient use of  armed forces’ 
medical resources. 84 This mode of  commensuration of  the bodies was well known 
to Pictet .85 
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 Another important source of  inspiration was probably the tradition of  bodily 
consumption measurements that emerged during the nineteenth century. 86 Bodily 
consumption measurements emerged in medical overseeing in closed settings, 
such as schools, barracks, hospitals, and prisons. What kind of  health provision 
and food rations did pupils, patients, soldiers, and prisoners need? In the middle 
of  the nineteenth century, French physicians introduced scale balances to measure 
food intake, quantify diets, and estimate their respective nutritive values .87 At the end 
of  the nineteenth century, nutrition studies emerged as a new science, at the cross 
road of  physiology, medicine, and chemistry. Wilbur O. Atwater revisited Lavoisi-
er’s theory of  the calorie while sealing one of  his students in a “calorimeter” – a 
device once used to measure the combustive efficiency of  explosives and engines. 
Atwater measured the quantity of  bread, beans, steak, milk, and potatoes that his 
student took, and quantified his labor output, i.e. the heat that he produced while 
doing physical exercise (weight lifting) and intellectual tasks (studying a physics 
text) .88 By the end of  the nineteenth century, this thermodynamic theory of  nutri-
tion had become common knowledge among European and American nutrition-
ists. They established tables linking calorie counts to specific foods and specific 
tasks. Thus, they invented “caloric bookkeeping” that enabled them to compare 
individual bodies and food without reference to taste, ethnic tradition, or social 
context. 89 Caloric accounting became fashionable in the first half  of  the twentieth 
century, and fueled the development of  a broad network of  nutritionists, labora-
tories, and interest groups. By the 1930s, the League of  Nations was able to make 
international comparisons on the “problem of  nutrition,” 90 although, as we will 
see later, this international comparison largely excluded the colonies. 
 Techniques such as emergency triage, caloric accounting, and household bud-
get surveys all allowed for a commensuration of  needs beyond social and territo-
rial borders. However, it was Abraham Maslow’s “hiearchy of  needs” that would 
become one of  the main vehicles for the ontologization of  needs. 91 In fact, Malsow 
articulated a biological conception of  needs with a definition of  personhood. The 
New York psychologist found nothing less than a “theory of  human motivation” 92 
that synthetized major psychological, psychiatric, and psychosocial theories of  the 
inter-war period .93 
 At times, Maslow presented his hierarchy of  needs as a brand-new theory of  
human nature. At other times, he spoke of  a mere “framework” for research. 94 
Maslow recognized that his thesis was not the result of  an empirical survey and 
that he lacked an empirical foundation. 95 “We,” he wrote, “know so little about the 
facts.” 96 Nevertheless, Maslow’s hierarchy of  needs would become one of  the most 
influential models of  needs of  the twentieth century. 
 Maslow classified needs in five groups. 97 The base of  the pyramid represents 
physiological needs which are prioritized (hunger, thirst, fatigue, etc.), while the 
upper levels represent, in order of  importance, the need for security (need for 
resources, physical integrity), the need for love (affection, friendship), the need 
for esteem (respect, self-esteem), and the need for self-realization (creativity, thirst 
for knowledge). Not only could needs be classified, they could be ranked. The 
relative satisfaction of  one class of  needs permitted the next higher level of  need 
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to be expressed. A man who is hungry is obsessed with food, but once that need is 
satisfied, it is the need for security that takes over, until that need is relatively satis-
fied, and so on. 99 Maslow qualified this situation of  “pure hunger drive,” during 
which all behavior is oriented toward the satisfaction of  a physiological need. A 
man struck with hunger tends to make this need the principal foundation of  all his 
actions—nothing else has importance for him: 
 For our chronically and extremely hungry man, Utopia can be defined very 
simply as a place where there is plenty of  food. He tends to think that, if  he 
is guaranteed food for the rest of  his life, he will be perfectly happy and will 
never want anything more. Life itself  tends to be defined in terms of  eating. 100 
 Maslow thus posed, at the very origins of  action, an ontology of  human nature. 
But to uncover human needs necessitates an intellectual inquiry, because the situ-
ation of  extreme hunger is rare. Normally, needs are all more or less satisfied, so 
that all the needs are prone to expression, but in varying degrees. 101 Most members 
of  our society are partially satisfied and partially unsatisfied – so that their needs 
do not emerge in any obvious way. Generally, needs are hidden. Maslow’s master 
stroke was to integrate, in one single ontological model, preoccupations that were 
at play across very different literature and scientific methodologies. The unity of 
the whole was given by the unity of  the human organism. 102 Needs thus made up 
part of  a whole, and Maslow could thus treat the thirst for artistic creation with 
the same terminology with which he designates hunger (“hunger,” “starvation”). 
 This new concept of  “needs” allowed Maslow to refer to heterogeneous phe-
nomena with the same terms: His descriptions of  “physiological” needs relied on 
 Figure 1.2 Maslow’s hierarchy of  needs has often been presented as a pyramid. 98 
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laboratory experiments carried out on white rats and chimpanzees; 103 his descrip-
tion of  “security” needs relied on experiments on anxiety in young children; his 
description of  “love” needs relied on clinical studies; his description of  the need 
for “esteem” relied on studies of  trauma victims; his description of  the highest 
needs, needs for “self-accomplishment,” relied on illustrious examples of  poets, 
painters, and athletes. The idea of  needs connected this long series of  cases – 
white rats, chimpanzees, young children, trauma victims, and poets. Maslow 
articulated a whole series of  ideas (“basic needs,” “drives,” “wants,” “desires,” 
“goals”) borrowed from very diverse sets of  literature—from zoology to American 
Romanesque writing. 104 
 The genius of  his system resides in the fact that he never gave an exhaustive list 
of  needs: Maslow offered a method of  arrangement that allows the reader to con-
tinue the list for oneself. For Maslow, needs could be arranged in a hierarchy, 105 but 
they could not be enumerated. 106 His attention to hierarchy distinguishes his work 
from Freud’s theory of  drives ( Triebe ). Freud’s drives ( life drives and the  death drives ) 
were anarchic, in tension with one another. Maslow’s needs were neatly ordered: 
They occurred nicely one after the other. Maslow offered a more accessible, less 
esoteric, and less erudite model than Freud. He wrote in a simpler style, renounced 
jargon, and cited Greek mythology less often than ordinary experience. 
 Maslow’s model gave a reassuring image of  Western society. According to Freud, 
the drives (buried, though one may keep them in the depths of  the  id ) do not natu-
rally differ according to social class. An artist can sublimate his drives and make a 
work of  art, but nothing distinguishes, in principle, the  libido of  an acclaimed poet 
from that of  a psychiatric patient. The  libido ignores class differences. In Maslow’s 
model, on the other hand, the  hierarchy of  needs was doubled in a  hierarchy of  social 
classes . The moral construction of  the text rested on a stratified vision of  society. 
Inferior needs – like the need for security – were observed only in the sick and those 
on the economic and social margins. 107 The highest-ordered needs – like that of  
self-accomplishment – were best observable in the cultural bourgeoisie. 108 
 Maslow thus gave, as a counterpoint to his psychological model, a vision of  
the moral order of  society. He portrayed a tidy society, certainly with room for 
improvement, but well structured. He aimed less to describe mental pathologies 
than to draw up the typical profile of  that which he called the “average Ameri-
can citizen.” 109 Finally, he generalized his typical profile of  American society and 
the adult American male member of  the middle class, to a universal model valid 
across gender, age, and culture: 
 N o claim is made that it is ultimate or universal for all cultures. The claim 
is made only that it is relatively more ultimate, more universal, more basic, 
than the superficial conscious desires from culture to culture, and makes a 
somewhat closer approach to common-human characteristics. Basic needs 
are more common-human than superficial desires or behaviors. 110 
 In the same way that he reduced the whole of  American society to fit the model 
of  the middle classes, Maslow reduced the world to fit the American model, and 
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human nature to that of  the average American. 111 But this vision of  social orga-
nization was also a vision of  the organization of  scientific disciplines. Maslow 
articulates information issued from different disciplines, constructing a continu-
ity not only of  the  content of  these disciplines, but also their  methods : Biology and 
medicine, which studied the base of  the pyramid of  needs, were epistemologically 
first; social psychology and literature studied the top of  the pyramid and were 
epistemologically last, that is, at once the noblest and the least essential. “Physi-
ological” needs were studied quantitatively, while “self-accomplishment” needs 
were studied qualitatively. 
 The “hierarchy of  needs” became one of  the most often cited concepts in 
American psychology; and Maslow has been named one of  the ten most influen-
tial psychologists of  the twentieth century. 112 His model spread during the 1960s 
and 1970s, 113 both in the literature of   management ( knowing the needs of  employees 
meant better organizing their work and increasing their returns 114 ) and in the 
literature of   marketing (knowing the needs of  consumers makes it possible to direct 
their choices). 115 Maslow became a “cult author” of  the business world. 116 
 In today’s humanitarian sector, reference to Maslow’s model is ambivalent. 
While implicit references to his model are frequent, explicit quotes are less so. 
Some organizational and humanitarian experts make extensive use of  Maslow, 
however. 117 Others critique his eurocentrism and his focalization on white Ameri-
can middle-class subjects. 118 On one occasion, however, the Oxford moral philos-
opher Hugo Slim, a very influential voice in the humanitarian field (and now the 
Head of  Policy of  the International Committee of  the Red Cross), proposed shap-
ing all humanitarian architecture according to Maslow’s model. 119 Hugo Slim sees 
in Maslow’s hierarchy of  needs a model for the division of  labor of  international 
humanitarian aid, each type of  need being assigned to a type of  international 
organization: The “need for security and protection” is the duty of  UNHCR, the 
“need” for food aid and basic health care is the responsibility of  WHO and FAO, 
etc. As we will see in the last chapter of  this book, the “cluster model” used by 
OCHA is not far from this theory. For now, it is worth noting that when Maslow 
and Pictet were working on their respective definitions of  needs, discussion of  
needs had been made omnipresent by the experience of  the two World Wars. 
 Needs at war: The Second World War, food aid, 
and the birth of  the welfare state 
 When Jean Pictet started his career as a lawyer, scarcity, disease, and forced dis-
placement were not seen as African problems, they were European realities. The 
war had killed 50 million, destroyed millions of  homes and industries, and put 
millions on the street. 120 Poverty, emergencies, and epidemics – as well as relief  
aid – were seen as European questions. 
 The Second World War, however, had not taken European leaders unprepared. 
The First World War had already put “needs” on the agenda: It was about whose 
soldiers and whose civil population would best “endure” the war and maintain 
the highest “morale.” 121 In 1917, Europe had experienced a wave of  strikes, 
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mutineries, riots, and revolution that remained a lesson for political and military 
strategists. Food provision, rationing, and health logistics could make a victor – or 
a collapsing state. After the First World War, the notion that a government should 
be able to fullfill its population’s basic needs became the cornerstone of  European 
politics. 122 Thus, at the end of  the Second World War, it was evident that the ques-
tion of  needs would be central for post-war politics. 
 The fascist welfare state had eventually collapsed on the battlefield and at 
home, but its popularity was a warning for the victorious capitalist and Soviet 
powers. 123 For the Western powers, it was clear that “welfare” would play a central 
role in the upcoming ideological battle. The Soviet Union came out of  the war as 
victor against the Nazis, with strong moral capital on the international stage. The 
new welfare state was born out of  a “reformism of  fear” 124 in face of  the internal 
pressure from organized labor, and the external menace of  Soviet communism. 
In 1942, the Beveridge Report had already broke ground for the renewal of  social 
provisions based on new minimum standards. A general consensus emerged on 
the duty of  the state to fullfill certain social services – a consensus that would have 
been unthinkable in Dunant’s times: Reformists, socialists, communists, social 
Catholics, and trade unionists all pushed for welfare provisions. Obviously, not 
everyone agreed on what “welfare” meant. For some, it was  sufficiency (i.e. a vital 
minimum for workers). For others, it was about equality (i.e. a general fight against 
inequality). 125 The first position implied merely a “floor of  protection against the 
worst outcomes by affording basic provision,” while the second implied “a ceil-
ing on wealth and a constraint on material hierarchy.” 126 Both visions, however, 
implied at least minimal social provisions. Countries as different as France, the 
USSR, and India now promoted social goals in their constitutions. Entitlements to 
sufficient provision thus became “a constitutional orthodoxy under both capital-
ism and communism.” 127 
 It was, however, not only about “national welfare.” It was also about the needs 
of   foreign populations. War had fueled new thinking on relief  aid. After the First 
World War, Herbert Hoover had explained to President Wilson that food aid to 
Central Europe was instrumental to “preserv[ing] these countries from Bolshe-
vism and rank anarchy.” 128 Twenty years later, in his State of  the Union speech of  
1941, Franklin Delano Roosevelt had made the “freedom from want” a war aim. 
Together with the European government-in-exiles, the British government started 
planning for relief  and reconstruction only a few months after the beginning of  
the war. 129 War was not only to be fought through battle, occupation, and block-
ade, but through relief, food aid, and refugee camps. 130 “If  we continue to starve 
the Greeks,” a US administrator explained, “we shall undermine the resistance of  
an ally.” 131 Food aid became a weapon against communism. The US occupation 
governor in postwar Germany explained that failing to fullfill the basic need of  
Europeans would “pave the way to a communist Europe.” 132 
 The promotion of  “better standards of  life” and “social progress” were written 
into the preamble of  the Charter of  the United Nations (1945) and “social rights” 
were inscribed in the Universal Declaration of  Human Rights (1948): The right 
to health, to work, to various forms of  social provision, even the right to rest and 
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leisure. The newly founded World Health Organization promoted a “right to a 
standard of  living adequate for the health and well being” while the International 
Labour Organization established universal “Minimum Standards of  Social Secu-
rity” (including medical care, social security for disability and sickness, unemploy-
ment, old age, employment injury, and family support). 133 
 United Nations humanitarian agencies have been shaped by this context. The 
first United Nations agency that coordinated relief  on a large scale, fought against 
malaria, and provided health care, food, and basic services for millions of  “dis-
placed persons” (DPs) was the United Nations Relief  and Rehabilitation Admin-
istration (UNRRA, 1943–1946) in Western and Central Europe. In 1944, there 
were around 60 million displaced persons: Demobilized soldiers, former slave 
laborers, prisoners of  war, liberated concentration camp inmates, civilians fleeing 
before foreign armies, etc. UNRRA established a wide system of  camps stretching 
from northern Germany to southern Italy. 134 As Liisa Malkki rightly points out, 
the problem of  refugees was first and foremore conceived as a military and strate-
gic question. 135 Even though UNRRA was nominally comprised of  44 countries, 
in Europe, it worked under the authority of  the Supreme Headquarters of  the 
Allied Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF). At the heart of  the question of  relief, there 
was a worry for questions of  “contagion” – contagion of  political ideologies (fas-
cism and communism) as well as diseases (cholera, dysentery, typhoid fever, etc.). 
 The colonial divide: Racial differentialism and 
the refusal of  knowledge 
 When quantification became the rule, colonial territories were the exception. In 
the middle of  the twentieth century, international organizations could publish 
comparative statistics on poverty, migration, or calorie consumption for almost all 
Western nations, while on the colonial population (at least one-third of  the world’s 
population), they barely had anything to offer. The French colonial administration 
did not produce any regular statistics on poverty for its African territories. 136 The 
International Labour Organization, which published statistics on migration, could 
incorporate neither the British nor the French colonial territories in its tables. 137 
In the 1930s, when the British administration organized an “African Survey” to 
ensure a scientific knowledge for the ruling colonial administration, it included 
long descriptions of  African languages, cultures, regions, and customs – but only 
very limited quantitative data. 138 
 Colonial domination, Keith Breckenridge explains, was largely a “power with-
out knowledge.” Colonial administrators did not just lack basic knowledge about 
the needs of  the populations they were administrating, they had simply “no will 
to know.” 139 Colonial administrators were often incapable or unwilling to furnish 
precise information on what people consumed and on their standards of  living. 140 
They could publicize the number of  clinics, schools, railway stations, kilometers of  
railways, the number of  vaccinated persons, that is the “performance” of  colonial 
services, but not the needs of  populations. In the eyes of  colonial officials, pov-
erty, hunger, and vagrancy impacted Africans in an undifferentiated manner: As 
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a “race,” as a mass, but not as groups or individuals. The colonial administration 
therefore worked with very general categories (“African,” “indigenous,” “peas-
ant,” “worker,” etc.), but there were only rare attempts to identify specific needs, 
vulnerable groups, etc. As Vincent Bonnecase shows, colonial knowledge relied 
mainly on descriptions, not on quantification. In 1936, while the French governor 
of  West Africa was required by his minister to give information on the social situ-
ation of  his administrees, he had barely any statistics to offer: He just described 
the “precarious life” of  the “indigenous population” in general terms. “The native 
fights hard for his daily bread, against [the] climate, against locusts,” he wrote. 
“He is poorly clothed, even during the cold nights.” 141 While poverty studies à la 
Rowntree were already well established in Europe, they did not take place in the 
colonies before the late 1940s. 
 Calorie counting is a case in point. In Western Europe, the estimation of  food 
intake and viability was a matter of  public health and, soon enough, of  general 
government. Since Rowntree’s study of  1901, it became common to measure 
caloric consumption as an estimation of  household budgets and overall poverty. 
But in the colonies, the quantification of  calories was introduced mostly as a 
question of  workforce management. After the First World War, the shortage of  
labor force, both in “quantity” and “quality,” was seen as the primary obstacle 
to colonial development. Administrators subscribing to the  mise en valeur of  the 
colonies turned their efforts into the “fortification of  the African races.” Mal-
nutrition was “discovered” by colonial administration primarily as a problem 
for labor and colonial development. 142 Thus colonial bureaucrats experimented 
with different “ration types” (made out of  millet, corn, rice in the Sahel zone, 
and cassava, yams, and plantains in the forest zone) – they estimated the amount 
of  calories, fats, protein, and vitamins needed by different groups of  workers. In 
French Equatorial Africa, the Inspector General of  Health Services established 
an ideal ration for African workers, while a French private company calculated 
a standardized ration containing an ideal proportion of  “nitrogen, amino nitro-
gen, mineral salts and sodium chloride” for each individual .143 These experi-
ences prefigured the invention of  “ready to use therapeutic foods” that would 
be developed for developing countries in the 1990s. 144 In any case, the notion 
of  caloric consumption entered the colonies through the angle of  workforce 
mobilization – not through an interest in the general quantification of  a popula-
tion’s living standards. 
 The question of  “needs” was framed by the colonial and racial divide. When 
the League of  Nations published its report on the “problem of  nutrition” in the 
1930s, it aimed at international comparisons. 145 League experts gathered nutri-
tional information on 25 countries and established an often-quoted interna-
tional standard of  2,500 kcal per day for a laboring adult. 146 However this survey 
included only one African country, South Africa, and distinguished between the 
needs of  “whites” and “Bantus.” 147 British nutritionists in colonial India did not 
only distinguish the nutritional requirements of  “whites” and “natives,” but also 
between different “Indian races,” for instance “martial” and “sedentary races.” 148 
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An official report of  the US administration studying worldwide daily require-
ments unsurprisingly put the needs of  the “native laborer” of  the Congo at the 
bottom (2,812 kcal) and the American athlete at the top (4,510 kcal). 149 
 After the Second World War, however, international organizations attempted to 
enter the colonies to assess the living standards of  colonial populations. In 1949, 
the first international conference on food and nutrition in sub-Saharan Africa 
was held in Dschang in Cameroon. The FAO considered all the world as being 
in a “food crisis.” “But this ‘entire world’ now also included Africa,” Bonnecase 
explains. 150 In 1952, the Economic and Social Council of  the United Nations 
(ECOSOC) published its first report on the “social situation across the world” 
including information of  nutritional ration for the Belgian Congo (1,930 kcal), 
Tanganyika (1,980), and French West Africa (2,070). 151 
 In the 1950s, “welfare” had made a sudden entrance into colonial politics. 
European colonial Empires underwent a “crisis of  legitimacy” that obliged them 
to rethink needs: 152 First, a wave of  social protest challenged colonial domination: 
Workers’ strikes in Dakar, on the railways of  French West Africa, in the port of  
Mombasa, in Nigeria, and other places. 153 Second, a new ideology of  “devel-
opment” was founded, following the British “Development and Welfare Act” of  
1940, and the French FIDES of  1946 (Fonds d’investissement pour le développe-
ment économique et social). Finally, the UN demanded statistics from the colonial 
powers: The UN Charter, adopted in San Francisco in June 1945 (Chapter XI, 
article 73) required the colonial powers to submit information on the popula-
tions’ standards of  living. 154 In 1952, the UN “Preliminary report on the world 
social situation, with special reference to standards of  living” set itself  the goal of  
defining “indices, fully quantitative, on needs whose existence is universally recog-
nized.” 155 France and the United Kingdom had to accept the idea that “there was 
a minimum standard of  living below which no-one should fall.” 156 
 The definition of  a “vital minimum,” however, remained differentialist. This 
became obvious in the calculation of  the minimal wage. In 1950, the French Min-
ister of  Labor asked a group of  trade union leaders, employers, and experts to 
establish a standard for minimum wages, and define a budget type, a monthly 
budget for the lowest paid French workers. 157 This minimum wage commission 
struggled regarding the minimum needs. Employers, trade unionists, and scientific 
experts in each group used different figures from nutrition studies to argue for a 
lower or higher minimum wage. However it was not only about calorie and protein 
requirements, but also on the list of  items that this “minimum” should include: 
Leisure, vacations, newspapers, wine, coffee, tobacco, etc. (the SMIG commis-
sion excluded tobacco, but endorsed the human person’s need for wine, counting 
17 liters of  wine monthly (nearly a bottle a day) for each French wage earner). 158 
 This definition, however, only applied for the French  metropolitan worker – and 
European workers in the colonies. For colonial subjects, colonial officials negoti-
ated another “vital minimum” to calculate the minimal needs of   African workers 
which would then allow definition of  their minimum wage. 159 These “minimal 
costs” of  African workers included ten categories of  spending: Combustibles, 
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lighting, cooking and sleeping equipment, clothing, rent, hygiene and phar-
macy, interment, entertainment, and taxes. 160 But African trade unionists did not 
accept that African living standards should be distinct from European ones. They 
claimed “equal pay for equal work” and struggled for African workers’ salaries 
and indemnities to be aligned to Europeans’. 161 Papa Jean Ka, leader of  the Dakar 
commercial workers’ union, was not ready to accept the colonial administration’s 
argument of  a low African “vital minimum” defined by “scientific” methods. He 
protested “European methods of  calculation” and refused the idea of  an African 
way of  life – an assumption unquestioned in the separate calculation of  minimum 
wages. 162 As Frederick Cooper argues, France and Great Britain withdrew from 
empire when they understood that they could not reduce the demand for equality 
of  treatment, which they were not ready to provide. 
 “Two innocent words”: The rise of  “basic needs” 
in international aid 
 In the 1960s, “development” still meant primarily “economic growth.” Ten years 
later, this would now mean “meeting basic needs.” The president of  the World 
Bank mentioned “the most essential human needs” in 1972. Within a couple of  
years, everyone – USAID, the Third World Forum, the International Labour 
Organization, and several more – spoke of  “basic human needs,” “essential 
needs,” “core needs,” “minimum needs,” or “fundamental needs.” 163 
 In the 1960s, the accent was put on the “trickle-down effect”: Industrial devel-
opment would ultimately result in a decline of  poverty. 164 The World Bank lent 
money at low interest rates to countries that were not in a position to borrow 
money at the market rate and expected the rest to just happen. In the 1950s and 
1960s, the Bank financed mostly infrastructure projects: Bridges, roads, ports, or 
hydraulic dams. But the bank had to reconsider its plans. At the end of  the 1960s 
in fact, the critics of  the world economic order had become more vocal. Politi-
cal leaders in Africa, Latin America, and Asia made the fight against poverty a 
national priority. 165 Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere had promised “freedom 
from hunger, sickness and poverty,” while Ghana’s president Kwame N’krumah 
had declared that his “first object [was] to abolish [. . .] poverty, ignorance and 
disease.” 166 
 For them, however, welfare was not only about minimal provision or sufficiency, 
it was about development, as well as about a change in the international order. 
Many argued for stronger intervention of  the state to reduce inequality, an inter-
vention that could include the limitation of  wealth accumulation. Julius Nyerere’s 
vision was one of  mass equality at a certain level of  sufficiency, not risky luxury 
that seemed unethical: “We have to work towards a position where each person 
realizes that his rights in society (above the basic needs of  every human being) 
must come second to the overriding need of  human dignity for all.” 167 Postcolonial 
leaders however did not stop their call for political voluntarism within the borders 
of  the nation states. The Non-Aligned Movement initiated a broader critique of  
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inequality at a world scale. Within the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD) and the New International Economic Order (NIEO, 
1974), they made the case for global equality and redistribution. 168 
 Thus, the new international emphasis on “basic needs” was, at best, a late reac-
tion to an old demand. At worse, as some argued then, it was a planned reaction 
of  the World Bank against NIEO demands, a tool to circumvent the postcolonial 
leaders’ claim for global equality. By the late 1970s, several voices argued that 
the “basic needs strategy” was a hypocritical substitute for growth, moderniza-
tion, and industrialization, a way of  keeping the Third World dominated. While 
industrialization had brought wealth and power to the North, the NIEO countries 
argued that the North attempted to prevent developing countries from following 
the same path. “Basic needs” were thought to slow down growth in the Third 
World, while containing contestation through minimal provision. In the most criti-
cal analyses, “basic needs” were presented as a kind of  neo-colonialism, an instru-
ment to enlarge the First World’s market in the Third World (one could imagine 
transnational corporations making “basic needs packages” containing food, tex-
tiles, drugs, and some education material invading a local market with or without 
the agreement of  national authorities). This strategy would legitimize external 
intervention; the introduction of  basic needs criteria could lend itself  to the viola-
tion of  national sovereignty and of  the autonomous setting of  development pri-
ority. While the NIEO argued that poverty was the result of  exploitation by the 
rich countries and the international system, the World Bank implied that it was 
a result of  bad national governance and inefficient administration. 169 For NIEO 
proponents, McNamara’s new approach to development was meant to divert the 
public opinion’s attention from the New International Economic Order – a way 
to sidetrack the real issue of  international economic justice. 
 In fact, “acceptance of  global inequality,” the historian Samuel Moyn writes, 
“was the beginning of  wisdom”: The inauguration of  a “subsistence ethic for an 
unequal word.” 170 One of  the lead economists of  the World Bank, Mahbub ul 
Haq, called for the abandonment of  the pursuit of  elusive present-day Western 
standards as “the gap will continue to widen and the rich nations will continue 
to become richer,” Haq explained. Thus, the focus on global sufficiency was 
the best remaining hope. 171 “Unlike ‘closing the gap,’ ” McNamara explained, 
“reducing poverty is a realistic objective, indeed an indispensable one.” 172 
For NIEO, development was about global power relations, dependence, and 
inequality. In the language of  the World Bank, this became a moral obliga-
tion of  providing sufficient minimum and preventing political disorder. Short-
term realistic targets were preferred to egalitarian horizons. This use of  basic 
needs as a palliative to NIEO demands was obvious for some contemporary 
observers. Human rights lawyer Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit explained that “the 
basic needs strategy has been used as an excuse to imply that the only problem 
of  developing countries is providing a minimum necessary for subsistence.” 173 
Thus, a “commitment to sufficiency” was a “consolation prize” in response to 
claims of  global equality. 174 
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 In its “First Things First” report, the World Bank’s economists seemed to reac-
tivate the debate of  cameralists and liberal economists from 150 years earlier: To 
prosper, should one bet on work and profit, or, conversely, on consumption and the 
satisfaction of  fundamental needs? Faced with the conventional approach, which 
allowed for an increase in productivity and growth to lead to an increase in rev-
enue and consumption (“trickle-down”), McNamara’s team relied on the primary 
satisfaction of  basic needs, the only thing capable of  maintaining the work force 
and development (“trickle-up”). 176 A former US Secretary of  Defense at the time 
of  the Vietnam War, Robert McNamara was more about political authority than 
about economic orthodoxy. 
 It is not about equality, the World Bank explained: Increased revenues are not 
always a sign of  good economic health as they are not always well-disbursed, 
instead they are sometimes used for conspicuous spending rather than for 
the satisfaction of  physiological needs. Also, approaching the issue through the 
question of  revenues neglects certain categories of  populations – the sick, the 
injured, the elderly, or children – who do not necessarily profit from increased 
revenues. Thus, one must reverse the order of  priorities, and start with basic 
needs before getting involved in labor. In any case, even the “quality of  the labor 
force” is essentially dependent on the preliminary satisfaction of  fundamental 
needs. 177 McNamara’s team thus invited its reader to abandon the fight against 
inequality: 
 Meeting basic needs is more important than reducing inequality for three 
reasons. First, equality as such is probably not an objective of  great impor-
tance to most people other than utilitarian philosophers and ideologues. Sec-
ond, this lack of  concern is justified, because meeting basic human needs is 
morally a more important objective than reducing inequality. Third, reduc-
ing inequality is a highly complex, abstract objective, open to many different 
interpretations and therefore operationally ambiguous. 178 
 Figure 1.3 The use of  “basic needs” in digitized printed sources (1910–2008). 175 
Source: Google Books Ngram Viewer
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 Many, including voices within the World Bank, were highly critical of  the new 
concept: It was a “hair curling reform,” “a superfluous new idea,” “a slogan,” 
and a “mistake.” 179 “Basic needs” was seen as a bad “trade-off ”: The children 
of  today trade an immediate improvement in their living conditions against later 
augmentation of  their income (loss of  earning potential). But for McNamara’s 
protegees, “Basic needs” were simply two “innocent, five-letter words.” 180 They 
offered a “pragmatic response” to the problem of  world poverty: It was politically 
easier to call upon the generosity of  Western public opinion to satisfy fundamental 
needs rather than to finance infrastructure projects. “Food aid is politically easier 
than finance.” 181 Consequently, the focus on extreme poverty could enhance the 
image of  the World Bank, focusing on spots with a strong “moral and political 
appeal.” 182 
 “Basic needs” offered a new paradigm for universal quantification. As the 
Director-General of  the ILO put it, it was the “dethronement of  Gross National 
Product (GNP)” as a unique indicator of  development. 183 GNP and GDP were 
not the only indicators of  development anymore. It the coming decades, it would 
be flanked by a whole new series of  indicators targeting societies through the 
prism of  their “basic needs” – the poverty line (by the World Bank), the Human 
Development Index (HDI) by the United Nations Development Programme, the 
Gender Related Development Index, Gender Empowerment Measure, Human 
Poverty Index, etc. Human needs were now universally commensurable. It 
allowed the ILO to describe the “reference man” who could serve as a standard: 
He consumed 3,000 kcal and 17 grams of  protein per day: 
 He is between 20 and 39 years of  age and weighs 65 kg. He is healthy, that is 
free from disease and physically fit for active work. On each working day he 
is employed for eight hours in an occupation that usually involves moderate 
activity. When not at work, he spends eight hours in bed, four to six hours 
sitting or moving around in only very little activity, and two hours walking, in 
active recreation or in [. . .] household duties. 184 
 The new numerical universalism of  aid was linked to a governmental project 
on the subject of  the “Third World”: The  labor force was supposed to be signifi-
cantly improved by the decrease in malnutrition, sickness, and the progression 
of  education. The  demographics should be improved by the reduction of  infant 
mortality, the education of  women, and care in the case of  sickness or old age, 
which leads to a “lower fertility rate.” 185 Finally, citizens of  the South should be 
taught to better  consumption patterns : They should learn to eliminate their con-
sumption expenses that were not aimed at the satisfaction of  fundamental needs, 
whereas their middle classes should reduce their conspicuous consumption. 186 
Eventually, the World Bank had succeeded in putting “poverty” and “needs” at 
the forefront of  international aid. The concept gave rise to a whole new series 
of  global social indicators, but also entrenched the ideology of  sufficiency at the 
expense of  equality. The 1970s opened a new period for the individualization of  
the basis of  well-being. 
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 Conclusion 
 Dunant did not define humanitarian impartiality in the language of  the hier-
archy of  needs. Pictet did. Between Dunant and Pictet, various institutions 
and scientists had produced vast bodies of  statistics, concepts, and theories of  
needs. Sometimes for scientific purposes, sometimes for bureaucratic, political, 
or military reasons. Karl Rau made needs the foundation of  economics, Atwa-
ter calculated caloric consumption, Rowntree defined a poverty line based on 
minimal needs, Maslow built a hierarchy of  needs at the center of  his theory of  
motivation, and Beveridge made the provision of  minimum standards a duty of  
the welfare state. All of  them shared the conviction that basic needs were key 
to human behavior, and that they constituted an object of  knowledge. Needs – 
unlike suffering – were hidden. They had to be uncovered, by theory and by 
empirical research. 
 One of  the reasons for the success of  the notion of  needs was its malleability. 
This may be why elementary needs were so easily able to become, starting in 
the 1970s, the new doxa of  the humanitarian field: The language of  needs gives 
humanitarian agencies a common language while enabling different diagnoses. 
Needs assessment enables both consent  and competition within the field: All agen-
cies can, with some legitimity, argue that they are acting “according to the needs” 
of  the beneficiaries, while producing very different analyses of  what those needs 
actually are. The malleability of  the notion results from the different layers of  
history that it subsumes, as well as from the different spheres of  knowledge that 
it has been shaped by. The “basic needs” of  political economy are neither those 
of  health care nor those of  international law. Agencies and NGOs engaged in 
humanitarian aid can thus cherry pick the definition of  needs that best fits their 
own objectives: Those focusing on “development” may refer to poverty or unem-
ployment, those focusing on “health” might refer to nutrition and diseases, while 
those focusing on “protection” might refer to human rights law, each tradition 
offering, in turn, a variety of  definitions of  “needs.” 
 A key part of  thinking about needs has been the conceptualization of  their 
articulation. How do needs relate to one another? Household budgets, “triage,” 
and “social rights” were different answers to this question. During the Second 
World War, Maslow theorized a “hierarchy” of  needs that would become very 
influential. As emergency relief  is concerned, however, it was Pictet’s definition 
of  “proportionality” that enjoyed the greatest success. After the Second World 
War, the notion of  a “vital minimum” was both accepted and contested. The 
anticolonial fight against a differentialist definition of  what was to include in 
the “living wage” played a significant role in the decolonization process. In the 
1970s, international organization such as the World Bank introduced a new 
conception of  “basic needs” that was both  universalist and  minimalist : It allowed 
for broad comparisons on a world scale while circumventing the question of  
global power relations and inequalities. When the UN institutions for the coor-
dination of  emergency aid were founded (Emergency Relief  Coordinator and 
OCHA) in the early 1990s, they could rely on broad consent of  UN agencies 
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and NGOs that needs were universally measurable, commensurable, and pri-
oritizable. Even though it came from a place far away from emergency aid, 
the introduction of  “basic needs” in the 1970s enabled the constitution of  the 
new doxa, already transforming the dream of  a welfare world into the global 
accounting of  individual entitlement to sufficiency.  According to Samuel Moy, 
this codification of  “social rights” as international norms had only very little 
impact and “low visibility,” and played a marginal role in the political language 
of  the post-war decades because these international norms were way below the 
concurrent promises of  emerging welfare states. 187 While many called for dis-
tributive equality and dreamed of  a “welfare world,” the Universal Declara-
tion only guaranteed a bare social minimum. Thus, the Declaration “failed to 
capture a strong contemporary impulse to social equality” and was at best a 
“modicum of  basic individual entitlements” that could not contribute to frame 
the welfare agenda of  states. 188 
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